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Microsoft echoes Apple:
‘future of the Web is HTML5’
04.30.10
David Chartier, Macworld.com

Microsoft has bought a
first-class seat on the Flash
Bashing Express with an
official statement on its IEBlog. 		
Apple’s sometimes-friend, sometimes-foe
echoed ideas that Apple CEO Steve Jobs
expressed in Thursday’s Thoughts on Flash
essay and put its own stake in the ground
for the future of Web technologies.
Dean Hachamovitch, Microsoft’s General
Manager of Internet Explorer, cut to the
chase rather quickly, by stating “the future
of the Web is HTML5.” He also said that Microsoft has been “deeply engaged” in the
HTML5 process with the W3C, the standards
body that drafts the specifications for how
HTML5 should work. The company’s Internet Explorer 9, now in beta for Windows users, features HTML5 support. Hachamovitch
says that while the W3C does not specify a
video format for video embedded in HTML5
sites, Microsoft has joined Apple in supporting H.264, and H.264 alone.
In a potential move to soften the blow to
an already upset Adobe, Hachamovitch does
end his piece with an acknowledgement
that “despite [some] issues, Flash remains
an important part of delivering a good consumer experience on today’s web.”
Of course, with the rise of the portable
devices that don’t support Flash—and especially the popularity of the iPhone and
iPad—major publishers and content providers have quickly accelerated the adoption of HTML5 and H.264 to provide Flashless video delivery. Or, in other words,
while Flash may be the Web technology
of today, don't think it will necessarily by
the Web technology of tomorrow.
Besides taking sides in a contentious
battle over the future of Web and desktop
technologies (don’t forget AIR, Adobe’s
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bridge for delivering Flash applications
to Mac, Windows, and Linux desktops),
Microsoft’s announcement is interesting
for a couple of reasons. First, the company competes directly with Flash and
AIR with its Silverlight technology, which
can be used to deliver multimedia via the
Web or the desktop. Furthermore, it’s the
only technology which developers are
allowed to use to build applications for
Microsoft’s upcoming Windows Phone 7
platform.
Second, there’s no mention of Microsoft’s
own Windows Media video codec; Redmond could be hinting it plans to abandon
Web aspirations for its own proprietary
technology, or at least relegating it to any
niches it already occupies.
Microsoft siding with Apple in the war
on Flash could put a serious dent in future
prospects for Adobe’s technology, especially where the hot new market of portable devices is concerned. While Silverlight
may live on as a platform for building apps
for Windows and Windows Phone (assuming those devices catch on), Microsoft’s
embracing of HTML5 and H.264 could do
a lot to help grant Apple’s wish of “leaving
the past behind.”Apple becomes top U.S.
phone maker during 2010 first quarter

Apple surpasses Microsoft’s
market cap -- sort-of
04.22.10
Marco Tabini, Macworld.com

Apple has surpassed Microsoft’s market
capitalization on Standard & Poor’s S&P
500 index, a move that makes Apple the
second-largest company on that index behind only to energy giant Exxon Mobil—
or so claims an article published today on
the Marketwatch.com Website.
According to MarketWatch, Apple’s
market capitalization as calculated by
S&P rose today to $241.5 billion, thus topping Microsoft’s, which stood at $239.5
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billion. The “market cap,” as this key financial metric is often called, represents the
total value of all outstanding shares of a
company—in other words, the number
of shares times their price. That makes
market capitalization an indicator of how
much the markets think that a particular
company is worth, rather than an objective measurement of a company’s assets
and liabilities.
The S&P 500 index, in particular, is
based on a company’s “float-adjusted”
market cap—that is the value of all
shares that are available on the market
for sale at any given point in time. While
that’s of particular interest to investors—
who, after all, are looking to actively trade
in a stock—this number doesn’t include
shares that are held by investors who are
not interested in trading. And that makes
a big difference: when all shares of both
companies are taken into consideration,
Microsoft’s full market cap still outstrips
Apple’s by $275 billion to $241 billion.
Why the difference? Perhaps it’s because
investment circles consider Microsoft a
stable company that makes sense as a
long-term investment due to its more established nature; Apple, which is still growing aggressively, is looked upon as a slightly
more speculative opportunity. This would
explain why practically all the company’s
shares are floating on the market—that is,
Apple’s float-adjusted and full market caps
are essentially the same.
Therefore, this milestone appears to be
more psychological than anything. It’s a bit
like trying to decide who the richer of two
people is based on the amount of cash they
have in their wallets. Still, it’s a clear sign of the
fact that the financial markets are responding well to Apple’s strategy for growth and
innovation, which have led the company to
the record revenues and profits announced
in Tuesday’s quarterly earnings reports.

Sony to end floppy disk
production

First Look: iPad Wi-Fi + 3G
04.30.10
Dan Moren, Macworld.com

Thanks to Lee for this article

April 26, 2010
Martyn Williams, IDG News Service

The floppy disk, already abandoned by
most computer users, has been pushed
closer to extinction by a Sony decision to
end manufacturing of the storage media
this early next year.
Sony, one of a handful of companies
that still sells floppy disk media in Japan,
will end sales of floppy disks by March
2011 due to dwindling demand.
The Japanese domestic floppy disk
market amounted to about 12 million
disks last year, of which Sony had a 70
percent share, it said. A 10-pack of Sony
3.5-inch floppy disks costs ¥570 (US$6) at
a central Tokyo electronics store.
Many of the remaining customers are
legacy equipment users in the education
and research sectors, said Sony.
Demand for the disks peaked in the
mid-nineties when the most popular type
of floppy, the “HD” disk, offered 1.44MB of
storage space, but it began to fall in the
latter part of the nineties when the more
durable and higher capacity CD-R and CDRW formats reached the mass market. In
contrast to the small capacity of the floppy disk, a CD could hold 650MB so offered
obvious benefits to users. In recent years
USB memory sticks have become popular
for transporting data between computers.
To put the floppy market in perspective,
consider those 12 million disks sold in
Japan last year. Together they can hold
about 17TB of data, enough to fill about
700 single-sided Blu-ray discs.

How bout
them apples?
...in case you don’t recognize good filler,
this is it and nutritious too!

At last, the prophecy
has been fulfilled: the
second half of the coming of the iPad is upon
us. I have in my hands (well, on my ottoman as
I write this), an iPad Wi-Fi + 3G, which is Apple’s
somewhat long-winded moniker for describing an iPad with cellular data access on AT&T’s
network (here in the U.S. anyway). Having used
a Wi-Fi-only iPad for almost a month, I can safely say that the $130 option for adding 3G is a
big deal. But, in terms of how different this new,
strange iPad is from the models we’ve already
seen, let’s give it a rundown.
Outwardly, the 3G-enabled iPad looks
mostly the same as its Wi-Fi-only sibling:
all of the controls are in the same place,
the screen is identical, and so on. The 3G
model is a tenth of a pound heavier than
the Wi-Fi model, but in my very scientific
“hold-one-in-each-hand” test, I was unable to detect the difference.
The 3G iPad’s main external difference is
a long black strip that serves as a window
the 3G antenna.
There are only two external indications
that you’re dealing with a different beast:
the first is the prominent 4.5-inch long
black plastic strip at the top of the iPad,
which covers a portion of the aluminum
bezel on the front and extends about
half an inch down the iPad’s back. This
is a window for the iPad’s 3G antenna—
since radio waves can travel more easily
through plastic than through aluminum,
this helps improve reception.
The second is the micro-SIM card slot
on the left-hand side of the device. As
with the iPhone, you can pop out the
tray carrying the card with a straightened paper clip; Apple also includes the
same SIM removal tool that it packages
with the iPhone. The micro-SIM card, as
the name promises, is smaller than the iPhone’s own SIM card—it’s about half the
size.

The inside job

If you’ve missed the little AT&T signal
strength indicator on your iPad, it’s back
in the 3G model.
Upon unlocking the 3G-enabled iPad,

you’ll be greeted with the same
Home screen as on the Wi-Fi model,
with the addition of the familiar cellular reception bars and AT&T carrier tag
in the top left corner. Reception seems
roughly equivalent to my iPhone 3GS, in
that I live in an AT&T weak spot, and that
was quickly apparent on the iPad.
Beyond that little icon, most of the
changes in the 3G version’s software can
be found in the iPad’s Settings app. Airplane Mode returns as the top item in
Settings’s left-hand pane—as with the
iPhone, you can switch all the radios off
with a touch.
There’s also a new Cellular Data category,
which gathers all the related controls in one
place, instead of burying them under the
General -> Network pane as on the iPhone.
There are two switches here: one to turn all
Cellular Data on or off (turning it off will return the “iPad” tag to the top left corner of
the display, making it identical to the Wi-Fi
model), and one to turn on or off Data Roaming, which helps prevent you from getting
charged exorbitant fees for data usage while
you’re traveling internationally.
Below those is a View Account button
where you can sign up for 3G service, an
APN Settings menu for advanced wireless
settings, and a SIM PIN section that lets
you set a code for accessing data stored
on the iPad’s micro-SIM card.
The 3G-enabled brings back Airplane
Mode and adds a Cellular Data section to
Settings.
One feature I didn’t see was a switch
to disable 3G data for the slower (but
more battery efficient) EDGE data. On
the iPhone, this lives under General ->
Network and is a handy workaround for
times when you’re in an area where the
3G network is over-saturated, as seems
to so often happen to AT&T’s service in
densely populated places like cities. The
iPad’s specs do list EDGE support, so I
imagine that it will fall back on EDGE as
necessary, but it would have been nice to
have that extra control.
The other feature the 3G-enabled iPad
adds is an actual GPS chip—unlike the
Wi-Fi iPad, which relies solely on Wi-Fibased location. A quick test in the Maps
app between the Wi-Fi iPad and the 3G
iPad showed no difference in speed in
locating my current position, though the
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despite support for the feature in iPhone
OS 3.0, and the situation appears no different for the iPad. So if you were looking
to use your iPad as a portable hotspot for
3G iPad did enable a more precise
your MacBook, you’re out of luck.
location. I’ll be investigating further.
Once you’ve entered your billing information, you’ll have the option of adding a
Service, if you please
30-day International plan: $25 for 20MB of
Before you start surfing, you’ll need to
data; $60 for 50MB; $120 for 100MB; or $200
sign up for 3G service.
for 200MB. You can choose what date you
If you’re not using Wi-Fi, you’ll need to
want the plan to start—it’ll be effective at
sign up for a 3G plan before accessing the
midnight Eastern Time on that date. AT&T
Internet—you’ll get a polite dialog box
provides a list of 40 countries in which Ininforming you if you try. It’s worth noting
ternational Plans are supported, though it
that the iPad doesn’t support voice calls, or
doesn’t guarantee coverage in all places.
SMS and MMS messages. Every iPad data
You can also add an International Plan at
plan does have a phone number associatany time through your account.
ed with it, but if you try to call that number
You’ll get a message once your cellular
you’ll just get a recorded message telling
data plan has been activated.
you it’s not a working number.
After you’ve signed up for service, a
As Apple has laid out, there are two options
dialog box will pop up and alert you that
for service: a 250MB metered plan for $15
your plan is now active. You can view the
per month and an unlimited data plan
amount of time left in your account at
for $30 per month (the same as the iPany time by tapping on View Account in
hone’s 3G data plan). Both are recurring
the Cellular Data settings.
plans by default—you’ll be charged evIf you pick the 250MB metered option,
ery 30 days on the date your current plan
you can keep tabs on your data consumpends. You can change this once you’ve
tion under Settings -> General -> Usage,
signed up by logging into your account
where you’ll be able to see how much
and tapping “Add Data or Change Plan,”
data you’ve sent and received over the celwhere you can switch to another plan or
lular network. You can also go to View Your
cancel your existing plan. In either case,
Account and see how much data and time
your new choice won’t take effect until
you have left in your current plan.
your current plan expires, so once you’ve
AT&T also says it will send you messages
laid down your money, you’re in for the
as you approach your consumption limits,
month.
though it does warn that these may not be
You can create an account and sign
timely, and that, depending on how much
up for service all from the iPad’s Settings
information you’re using, you could even
app.
blow by the limit before you get the warnSigning up for service couldn’t be
ing. Data doesn’t roll over to the next billing
easier. You’re prompted to create an acperiod—anything you have unused at the
count (this is a new account, regardless
end of your month is gone. When you run
of whether or not you already have AT&T
out of data, you can add another 250MB for
service for any other mobile device) and
an additional $15 or buy the $30 unlimited
then pick which plan you want. You’ll
plan if you want to stay online. If you choose
also be presented with a lengthy set of
not to add more data, your plan will simply
terms which you’ll have to agree to, most
expire (though it will automatically renew
of which are pretty standard: no peer-toon the last day unless you’ve told it not to).
peer software, or running servers such
as Web cameras (not that the iPad has a
And away we go
camera), or using any software that mainHaving been stuck at a number of Wi-Fitains an active Internet connection when
less locations with my iPad over the past
it would otherwise be idle.
few weeks, I’m looking forward to having
The iPad Plan agreement also specifia fully armed and operational tablet at
cally precludes tethering—sharing your
my disposal. I’ll be reporting back with a
iPad’s 3G connection with a computer—
full review on my experiences using the
“unless [the Plan is] specifically designed
3G iPad next week.
for tethering.” AT&T has remained hesitant
to give a date for tethering for the iPhone,
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One hundred iPads set for
deployment at Calif.
hospital
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04.21.10
Jon Brodkin, Network
World

Just like the
iPhone, Apple’s
iPad is a consumer device but
also a tempting
purchase for many business users. And
the business case for the iPad may be
nowhere as clear as it is in healthcare, a
multi-billion dollar industry and one of
the world’s largest consumers of information technology.
Nick Volosin, director of technical services
at Kaweah Delta Health Care District in
Visalia, Calif., immediately saw the potential of putting the iPad in the hands
of healthcare workers, who use a variety
of medical imaging applications, are often
moving from location to location, and don’t
want to be tethered to a device with poor
battery life. Volosin bought three iPads for
testing and plans to deploy more than 100
within the next two months or so.
In addition to usual office applications
such as e-mail, health care workers will use
the iPads to look at X-ray images, EKG results and various other patient monitoring
programs, all delivered using Citrix virtual
desktop and application delivery software.
“Everywhere we go, it definitely has a
wow factor,” Volosin says. But more importantly, the iPad can replace the laptop
for many employees, particularly home
healthcare and hospice workers, and offer
a 10-hour battery life. For Kaweah, the iPad
will boost efficiency simply by eliminating
time wasted turning laptops on and off and
charging batteries between appointments.
While a consumer might hem and haw
about whether the $500 iPad is worth the
price, Volosin views it as a reasonable cost
compared to standard laptops. While the
iPad might cost more than a thin client, the
$500 is affordable compared to some specialized touchscreen tablets used by hospitals, which might cost $3,000 each, he says.
While the three iPads purchased by Volosin are only being used for testing and
demonstrations at the moment, about
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20 doctors at Kaweah have
purchased their own, including
Kidney Specialist Dr. Roger
Haley.
“This is going to make my day easier
and patient safety better,” Haley said during an interview with a local ABC news
station. “Now, I don’t have to find a workstation to do what I need to do; I do it
right there, right then, right now.”
While doctors are buying their own, Volosin
has ordered 100 iPads for hospital employees, which will be used by home health and
hospice care workers, nurses, dietitians and
pharmacists.
Ordering such a large amount of iPads
from Apple was a bit tricky. Apple’s ordering system automatically canceled
Volosin’s purchase, informing him that he
could not order more than three. Volosin
got the issue straightened out over the
phone this week.
“They were limiting people form ordering
too many, which I thought was interesting,”
he says. “They’re used to dealing with
consumers and not bulk orders.”
Volosin also plans to test out the 3G
iPads to see if the performance justifies
the extra price and monthly payments.
The Kaweah Delta Health Care District
consists of five sites, including the main
hospital, a dialysis center, a nursing facility, and rehab and mental health hospitals.
The IT team supports up to 6,500 users,
including physicians and all employees,
using Citrix XenApp to deliver virtual
desktops and applications. In the data
center, Kaweah has 350 servers, about
70% of which are virtual, and 260TB of
EMC storage.
Volosin was already delivering desktops
and apps to iPhones using the Citrix Receiver
software, and extending the Citrix deployment to iPads was relatively simple, he says.
“We’re giving users full access to a full
virtual desktop,” Volosin says. “They can
run anything we can run internally.”
The Citrix technology lets users maintain
desktop sessions across different devices,
for example switching from an iPhone to
a desktop or thin client as the need arises.
“Citrix allows us to have that flexibility,”
Volosin says. “We don’t really care about
the device. The device is what works best
for you.”

Last Chance...
These items were not sold at our Spring Swap
Meet in April. Now that you have both your Va.
and Federal tax check in hand it’s time to spend it!

Just
when you
thought
you’d
seen it
all...
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Apple Macbook Pro 15 laptop
Epson CX6400 Printer

MacBook Pro 15” Laptop

2.2 GB
was $1450.00/now $1100.00
Used, perfect condition

Hardware Overview:

Model name: MacBook Pro
Model identifier: MacBookPro3,1
Processor name: Intel Core 2 Duo
Processor speed: 2.2 GHz
Number of processors: 1
Total number of cores: 2
L2 Cache: 4 MB
Memory: 2 GB
Bus speed: 800 MHz
Boot ROM version: MBP31.0070.B07
SMC version (system): 1.16f11
Built in video cam
Power adaptor Included
2 Apple installation discs
Applecare is good until the end of July
2010. Original box is included with
operating discs.

Epson 6400CX Color Stylus Printer
3 in 1 - $69
Epson 6400 CX Color Stylus
Excellent condition! with ink
cartridges
Beautiful design of the machine.
Multifunction: Printer, Scanner and
Copier
Pick up with cash payment.
460-3524

Prefer Cash and PayPal available if needed
Please email with questions to:
bananaisland@verizon.net
Location: Virginia Beach, VA

Cupidtino!!!
Cupidtino is a beautiful new dating site
created for fans of Apple products by fans
of Apple products! Why? Diehard Mac &
Apple fans often have a lot in common
– personalities, creative professions, a
similar sense of style and aesthetics, taste,
and of course a love for technology. We
believe these are enough reasons for two
people to meet and fall in love, and so we
created the first Mac-inspired dating site
to help you find other Machearts around
you.
Cupidtino will launch in June 2010
exclusively on Apple platforms – Safari,
iPhone and iPad apps. It’s time to share
the love.

For more:

scitech.blogs.cnn.com/2010/05/05/findthe-apple-fanboy-of-your-dreams-atcupidtino/?hpt=C2
Be sure to get your doctor’s OK before
to travel to the land of true multitasking!
Some restrictions may apply.
Thanks to Cindy for this item!

27-inch iMac fans running full
speed after SMC update
04.30.10
Joe Aimonetti MacFixIt

Users have experienced
an issue where the fans in their late-’09 27inch iMacs run at full speed after installing
the SMC firmware update 1.0.
In cases where this happens, it is most
likely the result of the SMC update not being applied properly, as reported by this
Apple KB article. If you are experiencing
high fan speeds after installing the iMac
SMC firmware update 1.0 on your late2009 27-inch iMac, follow these steps:
Check to be sure you have the proper
SMC firmware. Click on the Apple icon in
the menu bar and select About This Mac.
Click More Info... at the bottom of the
window.
In the Hardware Overview pane, check
the SMC Version (system) field. If the field
displays 0.00, the SMC update was not
applied properly.
Reinstall the iMac SMC firmware update
1.0. You can download from:
support.apple.com/kb/DL1030.
Should reapplying the update not solve
the issue, you should take your machine
to an authorized AppleCare technician,
your local Apple Store, or call AppleCare
at 1-800-APL-CARE.
To read more about issues surrounding
the 27-inch iMacs, check out this article from
late last year, just after they were released:
reviews.cnet.com/
8301-13727_7-10387188-263.html.

Mail using large amounts
of RAM
04.29.10
Topher Kessler MacFixIt

Mail’s memory footprint will depend
on how you use it, but on average it
should take up between around 50MB
and 200MB of memory. For instance, I
currently have 3746 messages in my inbox from 5 e-mail accounts (two Gmail
accounts and three from other providers), as well as a few RSS feeds. With this
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setup on two machines Mail uses 104MB
of RAM on my Snow Leopard machine,
and 62MB on my Leopard machine. Some
people, however, seem to run into problems where Mail will spike in RAM usage,
resulting in system slowdowns.
If this occurs, you can try the following
to help the problem:

1. Use Safe Mode

In an Apple Discussion thread on the
issue, a few people have had success by
booting their systems into Safe Mode, running Mail, and then rebooting normally.
Doing this will clear some caches that may
contribute to the problem, and is easy to
do (hold Shift at start-up) so give it a try.
You can use OnyX or another maintenance
utility to run system cleanup scripts, especially those pertaining to the user account.

ing out messages that either have attachments or that are formatted in
HTML and load content from the internet
when you view them.

4. Remove preferences

A common reason for application
problems is faulty preference files, and
Mail is no exception. Try removing the
preference file for Mail (called “com.apple.
Mail.plist” and located in the /username/Library/Preferences/) folder and then relaunch
Mail. You will need to enter your mail account information again, so be sure to write
this down before removing the file, but your
mailbox organization and previously downloaded messages will be preserved.

5. Reapply the latest combo updater

As a blanket solution for odd problems
with Apple-supplied software, you can
try reapplying the latest “Combo” updater
for your system. Search through Apple’s
support website (http://support.apple.
com/downloads) for the most recent one
pertaining to your version of OS X (Tiger, Leopard, Snow Leopard--avoid the
“Server” versions), and download it. Then
reboot into Safe Mode, run a permissions
fix with Disk Utility, and run the updater.

2. Rebuild Mailboxes

Select one or all of your mailboxes and
choose “Rebuild” from the “Mailbox” window. This will ensure the items in the mailbox are properly indexed and available
to the program, and clean up any errors
with your messages. You can also reindex
your in-boxes by closing Mail, moving
them from the /username/Mail/ folder
(they will be prefixed with “POP-”, “IMAP-”,
or “Exchange-”) and then launching Mail
again. This will recreate the in-boxes
and repopulate them with files from the
server. Do keep in mind that this will not
save messages you have deleted from the
server, so you may lose some messages if
you do not save them. You can do this first
by right-clicking the mailbox in Mail and
choosing the “Archive Mailbox” option.

3. Remove e-mails with
attachments

Mail renders attachments in messages for
easy viewing; however, this may be what is
causing the high memory usage. Try clear-

Tip: Enable QuickLook’s
X-Ray folders in OS X
04.22.010
Topher Kessler, MacFixIt

When you invoke QuickLook on a folder
in OS X, you are shown the folder icon
along with some information about the
folder. While this is convenient, QuickLook
does contain a hidden “X-ray” feature that
allows you to preview items in the folder,
similar to the option in Windows where
pictures are displayed in the enclosing
folder’s icon.
To see this feature, just enter the following
command in the Terminal, and then relaunch
the Finder by going to the Apple menu,
choosing “Force Quit...,” selecting the
Finder and clicking “Relaunch.”

Continued on page 6

Continued from page 5

Tip: Enable QuickLook’s X-Ray folders...
defaults write com.apple.finder QLEnableXRayFolders 1
QuickLook’s X-Ray mode allows for animated
document previewing.
After you have relaunched the Finder,
select a folder and press the space bar to
bring up the QuickLook window. The folder should now be semi-transparent and
display two stacks of document previews.
The stacks will flip through the various
items, so you can see a running preview of
the items in the selected folder.
While I do not use QuickLook on folders often, I find this feature much more
appealing than the default view. If you do
enable this feature, you can always reverse
it by running the command again in the
Terminal and substitute a 0 for the 1.

Eight ways to save time with
proxy icons
These little icons offer easy shortcuts for
working with files, folders, and documents
04.12.10
Sharon Zardetto, Macworld.com

Have you ever noticed the miniature
icon that sits next to a window’s name in
its title bar? It’s more than just a decoration.
In many instances, you can work with this
icon—known as the proxy icon—just as
you would a full-size file icon in the Finder,
which can often save you the hassle of navigating back to the original item to copy or
move it. And document proxy icons offer
their own unique opportunities. Here are
some of my favorite time-saving tricks:

1. Move an opened folder

Say you open a folder to check its contents,
realize you don’t need any of it anymore,
and then decide to delete the whole
thing. There’s no need to access the original folder, which necessitates opening a
different window or moving back in the
current one (depending on your window
setup). Instead, drag the proxy icon from
the window’s title bar to the Trash icon in
the Dock, making what would otherwise
be a multi-step procedure a cinch.

You can drag a folder proxy icon into another folder (including those in other open
windows, on the Desktop, and in a Finder
window’s sidebar or toolbar). You can also
put a folder in the sidebar by dragging its
proxy icon into the Places category.

2. Make a copy or an alias of a folder

In the spirit of “anything you can do
to a folder, you can do to its proxy,” you
can make a copy or an alias of the proxy
icon’s folder by using the correct modifier
keys. To make a copy of an opened folder,
drag its proxy off the title bar to a new
location while holding down the Option
key. To make an alias, drag the proxy icon
while pressing Command and Option.

3.Take advantage of Info window proxy icons

You have four versions of a document, each in
a different folder. You’ve opened Info windows
(using File -> Get Info) for each one so you can
compare their various attributes, and you identify two of them as totally useless. Now that you’re
ready to delete them, you don’t have to go back
to their original locations to do so. Just drag each
extraneous document’s proxy icon from the title
bar of its Info window to the Trash.
You can also use the proxy icon (for a
folder or a document) in an Info window to
move the original item to a new location by
simply dragging it there. Command-drag it
to make a copy, or Command-Option-drag
it to make an alias of the original.

4. Put an opened folder in the toolbar

If you make good use of Finder window
toolbars, you’ve run into times when you’ve
realized that the currently open folder is one
that would be handy in the toolbar. You can
do this very efficiently by dragging a folder’s
proxy icon into the toolbar of its own window, dropping it into the spot you want.

5. Activate a document’s proxy icon

Finder windows aren’t the only place
you’ll see proxy icons. Almost all documents have them, too. The important
thing to know is that you cannot manipulate these proxy icons if the current version of the document hasn’t been saved.
You won’t be able to do anything with
your document’s proxy icon if you haven’t
saved your changes. A saved document
has a clear proxy icon and a plain red Close
button (top); a document with unsaved
changes has a dimmed proxy icon and a
dark dot in the Close button (bottom).

The quickest way to confirm this is
to check the document window’s title
bar. A dimmed proxy icon (as well as a
dark dot inside the red Close button) indicates
that the document has unsaved changes.
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6. Combine document contents in
Microsoft Word

Need to copy the copy the contents of one
Microsoft Word document into another? There’s
no need to select everything and then mess
with Copy and Paste.With two documents open
in Word, drag the proxy from one window’s title
bar into a spot inside the other window.

7. Preview a Web page

If you’re working on a Web-design document in almost any application, you can
drag its proxy icon into an Apple Safari or
Mozilla Firefox window to see the result
of your current design.

8. Move or copy a document

Since you can’t use a document’s proxy icon
unless the document has been saved, you
can’t drag a proxy to the Finder to save the
document. However, you can drag a saved
document’s proxy icon to the Finder, which
moves the document to the new location.
(This is in contrast to the Save As command,
which leaves the previous version in place and
creates a new version in the target location.)
You can also Option-drag a document proxy
icon to the Finder to create a copy of the document in the target spot, or Command-drag it
to create an alias.

The Tarmac Vaporware Gazette, named in honor of past president Jerry
Rowe, is published each month by Smitty’s Printshop, a non-existant shop
specializing in things of little or no importance to the world at large. Send
your comments, good or bad, to smittysprintshop@mac.com.
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